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Abstract
Multislice parallel imaging involves the simultaneous sampling of multiple parallel slices which
are subsequently separated using parallel imaging reconstruction. The CAIPIRINHA technique
improves this reconstruction by manipulating the phase of the RF excitation pulses to shift the
aliasing pattern such that there is less aliasing energy to be reconstructed. In this work, it is shown
that combining the phase manipulation used in CAIPIRINHA with a non-Cartesian (radial)
sampling scheme further decreases the aliasing energy for the parallel imaging algorithm to
reconstruct, thereby further increasing the degree to which a multi-channel receiver array can be
utilized for parallel imaging acceleration. In radial CAIPIRINHA, individual bands (slices) in a
multislice excitation are modulated with view-dependent phase, causing a destructive interference
of entire slices. This destructive interference leads to a reduction in aliasing compared to the
coherent shifts one observes when using this same technique with a Cartesian trajectory. Recovery
of each individual slice is possible because the applied phase pattern is known, and a conjugate-
gradient reconstruction algorithm minimizes the contributions from other slices. Results are
presented with a standard 12-channel head coil with acceleration factors up to 14, where radial
CAIPIRINHA produces an improved reconstruction when compared to Cartesian CAIPIRINHA.
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Introduction
A typical MRI examination includes the acquisition of multiple parallel slices to achieve
sufficient coverage of the anatomical region of interest. In fact, all MRI techniques use some
form of volumetric excitation to excite the spins in the region of interest, typically via one of
three approaches: 1) “conventional” 2D slice selection excites sequential versions of
individual slices; 2) 3D imaging excites a large slab and uses secondary phase encoding in
the slice direction to spatially encode the signal; and 3) multiband imaging simultaneously
excites multiple slices using specialized RF pulses designed to excite multiple frequency
bands. 3D and multiband excitation techniques offer an SNR advantage over conventional
slice selection due to their larger excited volumes, assuming all other factors remain
constant.
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A great deal of previous research has introduced methods in which the signal from multiple
simultaneously acquired slices is separated, including the use of extremely large receiver
bandwidths (and therefore readout length) (1), RF phase manipulation techniques (2-3), and
wavelet encoding (4-5), but they have inherent disadvantages such as severely degraded
image quality (1), increased scan time proportional to the number of excited slices (2-3), or
inflexible slice selection options to fit a wavelet basis function (4-5). More recently, parallel
imaging techniques (6-7) have accelerated image acquisitions with 2D slice selection (8), 3D
partition encoding (9), and even non-rectilinear gradient encoding (10-11). The goal of this
work is to combine the acceleration capabilities of parallel imaging with RF phase
manipulation to achieve higher acceleration factors in a multislice imaging experiment.

Background
Signal localization in MRI is typically accomplished through the use of spatially varying
magnetic fields (gradients) to encode the frequency and phase of the signal. Parallel imaging
is made up of a family of techniques that accelerates the acquisition by replacing some
gradient encoding with encoding based on the spatially differing sensitivity of multiple
receiver channels. All parallel imaging techniques suffer from an SNR decrease relative to
their fully sampled equivalents, as described in Eq. 1.

[1]

The two sources of decreased SNR are the acceleration factor R, which expresses the
theoretical SNR loss from sampling R-times less data, and the “geometry factor” g. The first
source of SNR loss in a parallel imaging acquisition can be mitigated by using a volumetric
excitation technique such as multiband excitation (8) but the g-factor loss should also be
minimized for optimal imaging results. The g-factor is a measure of how well pixels that are
aliased due to the specific undersampling pattern can be separated by the characteristics of
the receiver array. In other words, g is a pixel-by-pixel measure which describes the effects
of the number of receiver channels, their spatial sensitivity variation, noise correlations, and
the aliasing pattern of the accelerated k-space sampling pattern. For Cartesian acquisitions, a
g-factor map can be readily calculated with simple analytical expressions (6,12), but for
more complicated sampling patterns the complete encoding matrix is necessary. It is well
known that g-factor losses can be reduced if the amount of aliased energy can be reduced
(6). In a multislice imaging experiment, we define “aliased energy” as the total energy in
voxels containing signal contributions from multiple slices prior to parallel imaging
reconstruction.

Of particular importance to multislice imaging is the fact that most parallel receiver arrays
have an uneven placement of receiver elements along the three principal axes. Practically,
there is often at least one direction in which there is reduced coil sensitivity variation and
hence reduced opportunity to capitalize effectively on parallel imaging acceleration. For
example, in many body arrays, the long axis of the body along the Z-axis constrains coil
placement to approximately the surface of a cylinder, leaving coverage along the Z-axis (the
slice encoding direction for transverse slices) to be sub-optimal for parallel imaging
acceleration. Less variation in the receiver sensitivities results in higher g-factor losses and
degradation of image quality (at equal acceleration), especially for slices that are relatively
close together (i.e., closer than the size of a slice encoding direction coil element).

To address this issue, the CAIPIRINHA technique (13) has been used to significantly
decrease g-factor losses by employing a unique phase cycling pattern for the individual
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bands (slices) in a multiband excitation. Phase cycling shifts each slice in the phase
encoding direction according to the Fourier shift theorem. The shift of each slice relative to
the others results in fewer locations where multiple slices are contributing signal to the
undersampled image, i.e. there is a reduction in the aliasing energy that must be separated by
the parallel imaging reconstruction. The combination of less aliased energy to separate and
more distinct coil sensitivity profiles results in better images than conventional parallel
imaging reconstruction.

However, the improvement seen with CAIPIRINHA is limited by its Cartesian sampling
pattern. When applied to a Cartesian trajectory, line-dependent phase cycling causes
coherent shifts in the phase encoding direction (Figure 1B). Although the aliasing energy is
reduced by shifting some slice signal into the background regions of the others, the coherent
nature of the additional slice signal still leaves a large amount of aliasing to reconstruct
(Figure 1C).

Work with alternative trajectories, such as stochastic (14) and rosette (15), has shown that
the phase accrual due to off-resonance with a crossing trajectory causes destructive
interference and loss of signal. We propose to intentionally cause destructive interference
and effectively reduce the previously coherent signal from an entire slice to incoherent
background signal using line-dependent phase cycling, as in CAIPIRINHA, in combination
with a crossing trajectory such as a radial trajectory, as shown in Figure 1F. We hypothesize
that destructive interference in aliased slices will reduce the amount of aliasing energy and
consequently improve the quality of the parallel imaging reconstruction.

Theory
In a simultaneous multislice imaging experiment, the sampled k-space data can be
represented as the sum of all excited slices, as given in Eq. 2.

[2]

In the case of a CAIPIRINHA type experiment, each slice is also modulated by line-
dependent phase (Eq. 3), where the phase term Φa is the diagonal matrix given in Eq. 4. In
Eq. 3, Sa represents the signal from slice a and has rows equal to the number of phase
encoding lines or radial projections, and columns equal to the number of readout points.

[3]

[4]

Individual lines are modulated by the phase ϕa[m] where m is the row index (phase-encode
line or radial projection) with limits given in Eq. 4. For simplicity, we will further examine
the case where two slices are simultaneously acquired with no phase cycling on slice 1
( ϕ1[m] = 0) and a π phase increment on slice 2 (ϕ2[m] = mπ). In this case, the
simultaneously acquired k-space signal is given in Eq. 5.
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[5]

By defining a general reconstruction operator R (FFT for Cartesian data, gridding and FFT
for radial data), the reconstruction can be described as in Eq. 6.

[6]

Note that this reconstruction is denoted ρ1′ (slice 1 estimate), as it is the image where only
slice 1 is in phase but is not a pure reconstruction of slice 1 as it also includes the
reconstruction of the destructive interference of slice 2. This reconstruction ρ1′ will therefore
result in the superposition of the reconstructions of slice 1 (Figure 1E) and slice 2 (Figure
1F), as shown in Figure 1G. As the phase pattern for slice 2 is known a priori, its effects can
be reversed by multiplying s by the complex conjugate phase pattern, as given in Eq. 7.
Reconstruction (Figure 1H) of an estimate of slice 2 will then be a superposition of
destructively interfering slice 1 and in-phase slice 2 and is given in Eq. 8.

[7]

[8]

Using the principles shown in the previous example, the general form for reconstruction of
any slice estimate ρa′ is given in Eq. 9, where b is the slice estimate index and a is the slice
index.

[9]

Using a radial CAIPIRINHA sampling pattern, each slice estimate contains signal from the
slice of interest as well as incoherent signal from other simultaneously acquired slices. If the
coil sensitivity patterns at both slice locations are known, it should be possible to minimize
the contribution of signal from other slices into each final reconstructed slice. In Cartesian
CAIPIRINHA this is accomplished with a conventional parallel imaging reconstruction
(such as SENSE or GRAPPA) where one coil sensitivity estimate has the same phase
encoding direction shift applied as the phase-cycled slice. With a radial acquisition the final
reconstruction requires a more sophisticated conjugate gradient (CG) reconstruction
algorithm, described below.

Methods
For the purposes of reporting acceleration factors it is assumed that a “fully sampled” radial
acquisition corresponds to the same number of projections as phase encoding lines used in a
Nyquist-sampled Cartesian acquisition, rather than what is required by Nyquist for a radial
acquisition. True acceleration factors relative to radial Nyquist sampling can be obtained by
multiplying the reported acceleration factors by π/2. This convention was chosen so that
comparisons between Cartesian and radial acquisitions can be considered constant time
comparisons.
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Imaging experiments were performed on a 1.5T clinical scanner (Siemens Espree, Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen Germany). A standard gradient recalled echo (GRE) pulse sequence
was modified to perform multiband excitation and readout with either a Cartesian or radial
trajectory. A vendor-supplied 12 channel head array coil (2 rings of 6 elements each) was
used for signal reception. For the radial sequence variant, gradient delay errors were
compensated using the simple correction method proposed by Peters et al. (16). For this
preliminary work, coil sensitivity maps were acquired separately at each slice location using
the same sequence with conventional 2D slice selection. Coil sensitivity maps were masked
to represent the object support, and the same maps were used for both techniques. A
phantom with sufficient slice direction variation was selected and images were acquired
using both Cartesian and radial CAIPIRINHA with the same imaging parameters: (TR/TE/α
= 7.5 ms/3.8 ms/45°, 2 slices, 2562 matrix, 256 PE lines/radial projections, 5 mm slices
spaced 50mm apart). In vivo imaging was performed on asymptomatic volunteers with the
same setup used in the phantom experiments, with slightly different imaging parameters:
(TR/TE/α = 11.5 ms/6.0 ms/25°, 2 slices, 2562 matrix, 256 PE lines/radial projections, 5 mm
slices spaced 50mm apart). Written informed consent was obtained in accordance with local
IRB.

As described above, estimates of the two slices can be recovered by reconstructing the raw
data and the raw data modulated by the conjugate phase pattern. These reconstructions will
show some additional signal in the form of shifted versions of the phase cycled slices
(Cartesian, Figure 1C-D) or incoherent background signal (radial, Figure 1G-H). To recover
the true slices, an iterative reconstruction is employed based on the CG SENSE technique
(10) and is shown in Figure 2. The algorithm is initialized using the raw multi-channel data.
For each iteration of the reconstruction algorithm, 5 steps are performed: 1) multiplication
by coil maps and inverse gridding to k-space, 2) combination of raw data for all slices with
their phase patterns into one summed data set, 3) reconstruction of each slice estimate by
multiplying by complex conjugate coil map and complex conjugate phase pattern, 4)
combination of individual channels by simple summation, and 5) either calculation of
difference factors to apply in the next iteration or termination of the algorithm. The
approximations shown in Figure 1C-D,G-H can be obtained by pausing the algorithm after
the complex sum in the first iteration. The major differences between this algorithm and the
original CG-SENSE algorithm are the addition of parallel pathways for each slice, and the
additional phase terms in the middle of Figure 2. Since the algorithm is a reconstruction
process (shown in the left half of Figure 2) and a sampling process (shown in the right half
of Figure 2) repeated within a CG loop, it is necessary to include the small incoherent
contributions from other slices in the minimization, hence the phase terms. The relative
change from the initial estimate is calculated at each iteration; the algorithm is terminated if
the change drops below a pre-determined threshold (10−5 for this work) or if the relative
change increases for more than one iteration, in which case the previous best result is
returned. An additional “maximum iterations” check is also performed, but was not needed
in this work. Gridding and inverse gridding are performed using the NUFFT (17) algorithm
provided by Jeffrey Fessler's reconstruction toolbox (http://www.eecs.umich.edu/~fessler/).
The Cartesian acquisition was also reconstructed using this CG algorithm for comparison
purposes, although it also could have been reconstructed with a conventional SENSE
algorithm.

Both Cartesian and radial data sets were retrospectively undersampled to in-plane
acceleration factors of 1 (i.e. no in-plane acceleration), 3 and 5, corresponding to total
acceleration factors of 2, 6 and 10 since two slices were excited in each case. An additional
undersampling factor of 14 was used with the in vivo data. These factors were chosen
because even acceleration factors (i.e. 2, 4, 6) would effectively remove the π phase cycling
increment, thus negating the benefits of either the Cartesian or radial CAIPIRINHA. For the
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Cartesian data, the undersampling pattern was chosen in such a way as to ensure that the
central k-space line was always included. Artifact power was calculated for the phantom
experiments using Eq. 10 by comparing each undersampled reconstruction to the fully
sampled single slice images that were also used to create coil sensitivity estimates. Both
slices were used in the artifact power calculation, although only one is shown in Figure 3.

[10]

Results
Phantom results are shown in Figure 3 for total acceleration factors of 2, 6, and 10. Fully
sampled single slice images using both trajectories are also shown for comparison. At the
minimum acceleration factor, RTOTAL=2, both Cartesian and radial images give excellent
image quality and minimal additional visible noise. At a higher acceleration factor,
RTOTAL=6, the radial reconstruction again gives a highly accurate reconstruction with some
additional noise. However, the Cartesian image no longer can completely unalias the
images, resulting in some residual ghosting. At the highest acceleration factor in this study,
RTOTAL=10, the Cartesian acquisition exhibits further image quality degradation and no
longer represents the object, while the radial acquisition is still accurate, although with
further increased noise.

These observations are quantitatively compared to artifact power calculations shown in
Figure 4 for both acquisitions and for total acceleration factors of 2, 6, and 10. Fully
sampled single slice images (Figure 3A,E) were used as a reference for artifact power
calculations. At the lowest simulated acceleration factor (RTOTAL=2) both techniques have
low and nearly identical artifact powers. At higher acceleration (RTOTAL=6) both techniques
increase in artifact power, with the Cartesian increasing more than the radial. At the highest
acceleration studied (RTOTAL=10), the radial acquisition exhibits another slight increase in
artifact power, while the Cartesian increases dramatically.

In vivo imaging results are shown in Figure 5 for total acceleration factors of 2 (B, G), 6 (C,
H), 10 (D, I), and 14 (E, J). Fully sampled single slice images using both trajectories are also
shown for comparison (A, F). At low acceleration factors (RTOTAL=2), both Cartesian and
radial CAIPIRINHA give high quality and accurate reconstructions, with minimal artifacts
or additional noise. As the acceleration factor increases, the Cartesian images show expected
increases in noise at RTOTAL=6 and become completely unusable at RTOTAL=10. The radial
images show increases in appearance of noise with acceleration factor, but continues to
accurately represent the anatomy all the way up to RTOTAL=14.

To determine why the radial results remain viable up to an acceleration factor greater than
the number of receiver channels, we studied the effect that undersampling has on Cartesian
and radial k-space trajectories. Figure 6 shows the relative amount of k-space energy at each
acceleration factor in an R=14 undersampled acquisition. As expected, the Cartesian
trajectory has 100% of the energy in k-space at the full R=14 acceleration factors. The radial
trajectory spreads the energy of k-space over multiple acceleration factors, with the bulk at
lower acceleration factors and only a small portion “seeing” the full R=14 acceleration.
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Discussion
We have presented radial CAIPIRINHA as a means to reduce aliasing energy and therefore
improve the quality of a parallel imaging reconstruction. Phantom images were
retrospectively undersampled and compared qualitatively and quantitatively through artifact
power calculations. Two slices were simultaneously acquired using both radial and
Cartesian trajectories, with one of the slices excited with a phase increment of π radians
between adjacent lines/projections. We found that for low acceleration (RTOTAL=2), both
Cartesian and radial acquisitions give visually excellent results and low artifact power. As
the acceleration factor increases (RTOTAL=6) both techniques become visually noisier, but
the Cartesian technique cannot completely unalias the images. It should be noted that an
acceleration factor of 6 is typically considered to be extremely high acceleration with the
vendor-supplied 12-channel head coil used for these experiments. At the highest
acceleration factor in this study (RTOTAL=10) the radial acquisition again maintains the
morphology of the object, albeit with additional noise, while the Cartesian reconstruction
fails and the images become primarily artifact with little discernable structure. These trends
are confirmed by the artifact power calculations shown in Figure 4, which show slight
increases in artifact power for the radial acquisition and severe increases in artifact power
for the Cartesian acquisition as acceleration increases. Comparing the artifact power
calculations to the image results shows that the radial artifact power increases are largely
due to increased appearance of noise, while the Cartesian artifact power increases are largely
due to incomplete unaliasing.

The observations in phantom studies are mirrored in the in vivo results presented in Figure 5.
In this case, results are presented up to R=14, where the Cartesian acquisition shows severe
aliasing artifacts while the radial acquisition shows increased noise but still gives an
accurate depiction of the underlying anatomy.

These results show both qualitatively and quantitatively that combining the RF phase
manipulation of CAIPIRINHA with a radial sampling scheme allows for higher acceleration
factors before the appearance of limiting artifacts. In addition, the volumetric nature of the
sampling in this technique can offset some of the SNR penalty due to acceleration, although
quantifying the SNR benefits are out of the scope for this work.

One reason for the potential gain in performance has to do with the amount of k-space
energy that is actually sampled in each trajectory, as shown in Figure 6. In a Cartesian
trajectory, it is clear that all areas of k-space share the same level of undersampling, thus
resulting in a large fraction of the k-space energy near the center being lost. However, these
central regions are fully sampled in a radial trajectory. Even outside of the central region, the
effective acceleration is reduced compared to a Cartesian acquisition for all regions except
for the outer regions which contain only a small fraction of the total energy. Radial
acquisitions can be thought of having their k-space energy spread over multiple acceleration
factors, and more heavily concentrated at lower accelerations. Thus especially for high
accelerations, it may be that radial trajectories offer a distinct advantage when using parallel
imaging that may more than mitigate the increased reconstruction complexity.

For real-time experiments where it is necessary for reconstruction time to not exceed the
acquisition time, it may be undesirable to perform an iterative reconstruction. In these cases,
a reasonable (although noisier) image (Figure 1G-H) can be obtained very rapidly from a
single pass through the reconstruction portion (left half of Figure 2) of the CG
reconstruction. The noise-like contributions from other incoherent slices is not minimized in
these images, but the method will still retain some of the benefits from radial CAIPIRINHA,
namely extremely rapid acquisition and temporal synchronization.
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As with all SENSE-based techniques, this technique is highly dependent on accurate coil
sensitivity estimates for accurate reconstruction. For this preliminary study we used fully
sampled reference images to obtain coil sensitivity estimates and for artifact power
calculation. In applications where scan time is critical, other faster methods to obtain coil
sensitivity estimates could be used as well. It also should be noted that some sequences
which already manipulate the RF phase, such as fully balanced SSFP (aka TrueFISP,
FIESTA), can interfere with the phase cycling used by CAIPIRINHA. Some work has been
done to address this issue (18). Another potential issue with multiband techniques like these
is the need for awareness of the impact on specific absorption rate (SAR) with multiband RF
pulses. This may limit the utility of CAIPIRINHA (either radial or Cartesian) in applications
with large numbers of simultaneous slices, high flip angles, or high main magnetic field
strengths. These concerns can be partially mitigated through the use of more sophisticated
multiband RF pulse designs (19-20). Finally, as with Cartesian CAIPIRINHA, this method
can be extended to more than 2 simultaneously excited slices provided that each uses a
unique phase cycling pattern.

In a parallel imaging reconstruction there are two sources of SNR loss: a factor of  due to
reduced data sampling and the g-factor losses due to the characteristics and unaliasing
capabilities of the receiver array and the sampling pattern used. As shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 5, both radial and Cartesian CAIPIRINHA techniques show expected SNR losses due
to reduced data sampling. As the acceleration factor increases, the differences between the
two arise from the different g-factor losses of each reconstruction technique. Since the g-
factor is a measure of the amount of aliasing energy related to additional information for the
reconstruction problem from the receiver array and the receiver array configuration is
identical through all imaging experiments, it is reasonable to assume that the differences in
g-factor are due to reduced aliasing energy in the radial technique. This is supported by
Figure 1 (C-D, G-H), where it is shown that the same phase cycling pattern has vastly
different effects on the amount of aliasing energy in the radial and Cartesian reconstructions.
At the lowest acceleration factor (RTOTAL=2) the amount of aliasing energy that must be
reconstructed with parallel imaging is well within the limits of this coil configuration and
undersampling factor. With the same coil configuration and undersampling factor, less
aliasing energy should lead to a higher quality reconstruction. This is demonstrated in Figure
3 for RTOTAL=6 and 10 and Figure 5 for RTOTAL=6 to 14 where the radial reconstructions
are still morphologically correct while the Cartesian reconstructions exhibit severely
increased artifacts. Artifact power calculations given in Figure 4 confirm this trend.

Conclusions
This work demonstrates that given an identical coil configuration and acceleration factor,
higher quality reconstructions can be obtained with the radial CAIPIRINHA technique than
Cartesian CAIPIRINHA at moderate to high acceleration factors. Previous work (13) has
established that Cartesian CAIPIRINHA always gives at least as good of a reconstruction as
conventional parallel imaging, so we can conclude that at moderate to high acceleration
factors radial CAIPIRINHA will give a higher quality reconstruction than both Cartesian
CAIPIRINHA and conventional parallel imaging.
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Figure 1.
Schematic of 2 slice Cartesian and radial CAIPIRINHA acquisitions for RSLICE=2 and
RIN-PLANE=1. Above the solid line, sampling and line-dependent phase patterns are shown
for the individual slices. Slice 1 is acquired with no additional phase, and Slice 2 is acquired
with a π radian phase increment. The Cartesian acquisition (B) shows the expected FOV/2
shift, while the radial acquisition shows destructive interference (F) in Slice 2. Below the
solid line, the results of reconstructing the simultaneously acquired Slice 1 and phase cycled
Slice 2 is given. Multiplication by the conjugate phase pattern after acquisition reverses the
locations of the Cartesian slices (D) and reverses which of the radial slices is coherent and
which is incoherent (H). Note the difference between the coherent aliasing in the Cartesian
acquisition (C-D) and incoherent aliasing (G-H) in the radial acquisition.
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Figure 2.
CAIPIRINHA CG reconstruction diagram
φ - Multiplication by phase cycling pattern
DCF – Multiplication by density compensation function
GRID – Resampling of k-space data to a Cartesian grid
Sγ* - Multiply by complex conjugate of sensitivity of γth coil
SUM – Complex sum of individual channels
CG – Conjugate gradient method
Sγ – Multiply by complex sensitivity of γth coil
DEGRID – Resampling of image data to an arbitrary k-space trajectory
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Figure 3.
Cartesian (A-D) and radial (E-H) CAIPIRINHA reconstructions for total acceleration factors
of 1 (fully sampled single slice, A,E), 2 (B,F), 6 (C,H) and 10 (D,H). Note that both
techniques give high quality and accurate reconstructions at R=2, and as acceleration
increases the Cartesian technique can no longer properly reconstruct the slice (C-D) while
the radial technique accurately reconstructs the slice with an expected increase in noise.
Note that in this experiment two slices were simultaneously acquired; only one is shown for
brevity.
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Figure 4.
Artifact power calculations comparing both Cartesian and radial CAIPIRINHA to fully
sampled single slice acquisitions of the same trajectory. Both techniques have extremely
small artifact power at low acceleration, and increasing artifact power as acceleration
increases. Note that the Cartesian technique shows vastly increased artifact power at high
acceleration (R=10).
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Figure 5.
Cartesian (A-E) and radial (F-J) CAIPIRINHA reconstructions for total acceleration factors
of 1 (fully sampled single slice, A, F), 2 (B, G), 6 (C, H), 10 (D, I), and 14 (E, J). R=1
images (A, F) are separately acquired single slice images, while all others are
simultaneously acquired with 2 slice CAIPIRINHA. As the acceleration factor increases, the
Cartesian acquisition no longer accurately depicts the anatomy at high acceleration (D, E),
while the radial acquisition shows an increase appearance of noise but still accurately
depicts the anatomy.
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Figure 6.
Relative amount of k-space energy at each acceleration level for an R=14 acquisition. Note
that in the Cartesian case 100% of the energy is at the full R=14 acceleration, while in a
radial acquisition the bulk of the energy is at lower acceleration levels.
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